
BACK JUDGE (5-MAN CREW) 

 
1. Pre-game: 

 Have correct time. 

You or the Referee must instruct Timer.  Put 20 minutes on clock at half-time but do 

not put 3 minute mandatory warm-up on clock.  Instruct timer, if both teams are ready 

to go before the 20 plus 3, to have the clock ready for the third period. 

Review with Wings sideline coverage and other shared responsibilities for passing 

plays and kicks. 

 Review "initial coverage" duties. 

 Coordinate counting the defense. 

 Review with the crew how they will be notified after the 45 seconds. 

  
2. Field Inspection: 

 Check pylons. 

 Check your area for holes, etc. 

If you instruct the ball persons, be sure they know not to come on the field. 

  
3. Coin Toss: 

 Have a ball from your team ready. 

Go with captains to your hash.  Do not let more players than rule specifies on field. 

 Meet with others after captains have been released. 

 Review who is going where before breaking to kickoff positions. 

  
4. Kickoff:  5-man 

If you are administering the kick, inform kicker he is responsible to retrieve kicking 

tee after the ball is dead.  Count K.  

Coordinate moving to sideline with the LJ. 

 Have bean bag ready if a short free kick is anticipated.  

 Be sure your sideline is clear before giving your ready. 

 K may not catch the ball without foul. 

If the kick is away and deep, deliberately move up and officiate to the side of the 

return and in front.  Be alert for field reversal. 

When covering the runback "L-off" the dead ball spot, stop the clock and continue to 

officiate the dead ball interval. 

 Check to see that tee has been removed after the play. 

 Be prepared to exchange balls. 

 
5. Scrimmage Plays: 

Be as deep as the deepest defensive back, but not more than 5 yards deeper or 25 

yards from the ball.  20 yards may be better. 

 Know number of down and give visual signal to others. 

 Be where you can see ready signal. 

 Count the defense. 

 Look for your wideouts. 

 Be aware of down and distance. 

 Look for initial action by wideouts coming back in to block. 

If you read pass (the linemen will give this away), start dropping back and 

concentrate on your "initial coverage" until they are no longer a problem, then be 

ready to rotate into deep zone coverage. 



When a pass is thrown, release in direction of pass to get in best position to read both 

offensive receiver and defender/s.  Do not get beat deep.  Do get to where you can 

see between offensive receiver and defender.  Try to not get “straight-lined”. 

If pass is short, look to your Wing/s or Umpire for help.  You will make call on any 

play that has you-ball-receiver.  If it is otherwise, get help.  Otherwise you are on 

your own.  “Feet first then ball.” 

If a run develops maintain position to work inside out.  Officiate ahead of and inside 

runner.  Runs up middle toward you require you to maintain enough depth to go with 

runner and still be able to get to dead ball first if no one else is available. 

On all deep plays you are responsible for the goal line.  Try to get there as quickly as 

possible but do not attempt to outrun runner and miss blocking and other action 

around or immediately behind him. 

 Be alert for momentum rule. 

When covering dead ball do not move in immediately, wait till action dies down and 

continue to officiate action in the vicinity. 

Bean bag fumbles in your area and be ready to dig out ball.  Be at other fumble 

recovery spots to assist others in removing players from pile.  If the clock gets 

stopped remind the Referee to wind it if necessary. 

Be aware of front stick and do not move ball if it is close.   
Alert the Umpire and Referee "it is close". 

On runs out-of-bounds, you and the Referee have coordinated how this is to be 

covered.  Be sure you get over there to view action, especially in the team box area.  

Make sure the clock is stopped if the covering official has given the stop the clock 

signal.  You give same if you are covering the out-of-bounds spot. 

If you have the out-of-bounds spot, hold it, continue to officiate, and let your wing on 

that side take the outside stuff. and retrieve the ball. 

If you are holding the spot, split the ball with both feet, facing the inbounds spot. 

On plays downfield and in a side zone, move to assist in getting ball to inbound spot.  

or assist in getting new ball in and old ball out. 

 

 
6. Scrimmage Kicks: 

 EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED! 

If a try or field goal attempt, use “open-under” mechanic, be behind your upright 

and take the crossbar.  Be prepared to move along your end line if the kick attempt 

breaks down.  Your whistle kills play. 

If it is a punt, take your two-thirds on the Linesman side of the field.  You do not have 

to be on side line. 

 Remind yourself of momentum rule and when K can bat, catch kick, etc. 

Cover deepest receiver and officiate runner until he goes into another's zone. 

Mop up when runner leaves your zone.  Be talking to players lagging behind. 

 Non-scoring kicks are dead as soon as they cross R's goal line. 

 Bean-bag any first touching. 

 Stop clock after ball is dead in your zone.  Signal new direction. 

 "L-off" dead ball spot whenever possible. 

Keep dead ball spot until Umpire or Referee come to take it.  Inform them of status of 

ball, possession and whether fair catch or not. 

 Be prepared to assist in ball exchange. 

 

 



7. Penalties: 

 Cover flags or spot. 

 Assist in relaying fouls to appropriate sideline. 

 Know Previous Spot. 

 Know clock status. 

 Check to insure proper enforcement. 

 Alert R and U if inside the 30. 

 
8. Measurements: 

Hold ball at spot if needed.  Otherwise be ready with new ball, especially if ball is 

outside hash. 

 Continue to officiate dead ball interval. 

 Know status of clock prior to official's time-out and remind Referee. 

  
9. Time-outs: 

 You have 45 second timing. (May need to also time 60 sec.). 

 Alert either your Referee or both Wings when this time expires. 

 Know down, distance and time remaining in period. 

 Mark card and know how many time-outs each team has used. 

If it is an official's time-out, know what kind of conference is permitted. 

 Observe the defensive huddle if between hashes. 

  
10. Between Periods: 

 Time the 45 second interval. 

 Take care of the Linesman's team since he is busy with the chains. 

 Mark your card as to down, distance and whose ball. 

 Move to new succeeding spot after you have warned crew and your team of 

expiration of 45 second interval. 

 
11. General: 

Always be aware of where your goal is, communicate with Wings when they have 

goal and you have the end line. 

 Know down and distance. 

 Hustle but do not hurry. 

 Assist with sideline ball exchanges. 

Cover all sideline action beyond the line of scrimmage from inside out.  Help. 

 Always mirror another official's time-out signal. 

Know the status of the clock, especially when you are facing it near the end of a 

period. 

 Talk to players who are having problems. 

Keep an eagle eye out for stuff away from the ball when you are not directly covering 

the runner. 

Never get beat deep.  This means you never let an offensive receiver and defender 

get so far beyond you that you cannot see between them. 

Sell your call.  If an incompletion, give a strong and clear "no-good" signal.  Then 

follow with “stop the clock”. 
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